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1\londay, Febrilaty 20, 1967

NEW MEXICO LOBO

P11ge 8

UNM Cagers Whip ASU 64-50
By WAYNE CIDDIO
The UNM Lobos snapped back
from a demQralizing defeat at the
hands of Arizona Friday to take
a well played victory 64-50 over
the Sun Devils of Arizona State
Saturday night at Tempe.
The game got off to a close
start with the lead changing six
times in the first 11 minutes of
play. Ron Nelson then popped in
a short jumper and the Lobos
wel'e ahead to stay, 18-17. Shortly
thel'eafter, Ben Monroe found the
range, and his twelve points
moved the Lobos ahead 30-19, and
then 36-21 at the half.
In the second half, Mel Daniels,
who had only managed 2 field
goals in the first half, came alive
and hit six of nine attempts to
boost the Lobos lead to 21 points
at one time in the game. Daniels
went on to take team and game
scol'ing honors with a total of 19
points. Monroe was in hot pursuit
with 18 points for the evening.
Daniels and Monroe tied for most
rebounds as they hauled down 10
apiece. The Lobos controlled the
boards easily by a 55-35 spread.
lOng Calls
The Lobos pre-game talk had
an interesting sidelight when
coach Bob King, in Iowa for the
funeral of his wife, called the
team and spoke to them over a
special loud speaker hookup provided by ASU. King urged his
team to give their best effort. The
talk obviously inspired the Lobos
to play one of their better road
games and pick up victory number one for Harv Schmidt, acting
as the Lobo head coach.
Fdday night in Tucson was a
cold one indeed for the Lobos.
Arizona's Wildcats avenged an
earlier 31 point shellacking given
to them by the Lobos in University Arena as they beat UNM
70-64. The Lobos, blew an 11

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
mwt be submitted by noon on day be(ore
publication to Room 159, Student Publica•
tions Building, or telephone 277•4002 or
277·4102.

FOR SAt,E

BLACK MGB '66 for sale. Red fibemlaso
top, -radio~ wire whcel<J. Must self. Phone
265-7021. 2/20, 22, 2:i, 24.

FORREN'I'
EFFICIENCY ai!arllnents, 1 block west or
UNM, $79.5U to $85.00 all utilities paid,

point lead in the first half and
then went on to absorb their
fom·th conference defeat that all
but killed the Lobos chances for
the WAC title.
Lobos Lead at Half
UNM held a slim 30-28 advantage at half-time, but the Wildcats devastating press and excellent rebounding proved too
much for the Lobos to handle,
Daniels had a brilliant night as
he pumped in 26 points and pulled
down 14 rebounds but he got little
help on the boards. Monroe had
16 points for the evening but he
had to sit out much of the first
half after picking up his third
foul.

The Lobos played like they
might pull it out of the fire when
Daniels scored two points to move
the Lobos within 3 points, 63-60.
'l'wo free throws by Arizona
upped the margin to five points
again, but Don Hoover hit a jump
shot to make it 65-62. A1·izona put
in anothe1• :h·ee throw to make it
06-62 but Daniels tipped in a
missed Lobo free throw to cut the
margin to two points.
.
The Lobos got the ball back
with 1:07 1·emaining when Arizona failed on the fi1•st of a oneand-one foul situation, called a
time out with 57 seconds remaining and t1·ied to stall for the tyin gshot. Hoover missed the fimil

MR. G's
IS THE WORD

Lobo shot and then Arizona proceeded to run up the score on free
throws.

By CHUCK REYNOJ.DS
course guide but that he admits
ASUNM President Dan Penni- that "it appears that. in some
son has issued an open Jetter to cases valid analyses were not
UNM faculty members and stu- completely achieved."
dents "acknowledging the merits
The student- government-spanand faults" of the 1·ecent course sored publication has aroused
evaluation publication, INSIGHT. wide controversy since i.ts Nleasc
The let~er is on page 4.
during regi~ation this semester.
Denmson emphasized that,Jw is· ··" . .
APJlroV.e, Disapprove
not apologizing for the td\\J ~Wlt·t;:; · udents and faculty have ex·
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Under New Ownership
24 Hr. Service when Requested
Shirts Finished
To Please You

ton won the high bar, and Mike
McConnell captured the parallel
bars competition.
The Lobos next meet will be
against Brigham Young University on Thursday, Feb. 24,

e

All Types of
Dry Cleaning

111 Harvard SE

By BOB S'fOREY
The chairman and the faculty advisor of the Action Committee on Human Rights resigned yesterday, adding more
confusion to a controversy within the Ol'ganization.
In two letters to the LOBO Tom Stuart announced his
resignation as chairman of ACOHR and 1·enounced his membership in ACOHR. Stuart
STUDENTS USE THE NEW Alert Center in the Union prior to its formal opening next Monday. The
also leveled charges that
center, accessible through the music listening room on the main floor, has an extensive map collection,
a teletype, and a variety of magazines. Expansion for the center is already planned. (LOBO photo by
"members have operated witPawley.)
tingly and willingly in violation of the ACOHR constitution."
Stuart also charged that
"ACOHR funds allcoated by '"
By JUDY ROGERS
A telclccture system which could news personalities for dialogues
The student government Alert
student government have
The UNl'tf Regents have reCenter will :ooon b;; "as compre- J)Ohmtially l;le' p1ugged ·into tn~ between them and the student au·
been spent in violation of the

Alert Center Opens Monday For Dorm Village
hensive and as immediately available as anything in the state,"
Tim Hunter, the center's co-ordinator, told the LOBO yesterday.
The official opening of the center
is scheduled for Monday.
The "Alert Action Committee"
in cnarge of the center bas issued
a statement of purpose, including
the three following principal
points: 1) "To promote an attitude of public awareness among
the Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico and
the campus community about important events."
Talk Fostered
2) "To foster an atmosphere
of reasoned discussion about the
immediate events of the day."
3) "To initiate programs which
shall have as an objective the
further extension of knowledge
among students about the topic
matter dealt with."

2/15, 16, 17, 20.

SERVICES

Died in Fall
I
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Think aga,in.

mj\1 needs electronically oriented, personable
individuals tO bccom<: Cus~tlmcr Engineers.
! To install data processing systems for cus,; ~ '
•''

. , ,' i ~ Whatever your Immediate commitments,

tOihcrs' in many liclds~cducation, science,
government, industry and business. And to
keep these systems functioning at peak effectiveness and cllicicrtcy.
That's a challenging Job. It requires an inquiring mind-and continui11g education. In fact,
over a month of each working year is spent in
IBM classes, bringing you up-to-date with the
latcsr technological advances. No chance of
boredom in a fast-moving industry like that!

' ; Jf, for some reason,. you arc:n't able to Clrronge an Interview, drop us
' Engineering, II!M C<>rporation;2500 CentrQI SE, Albuquerque l'l.M.

. I ..

'

f

(
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Suicide Indicated
In Woman s Death
1

City -police said last night they
believe suicide to be the means
of death of a 32-year-old woman
who died after apparently falling from the second fioo1• of Hodgin Hall last Saturday.
Police have tentatively identi·
fled the woman as Alicia Mills,
of Panorama City, Calif., registered at a motel near campus.
She had no connection with the
university, but police said she
was believed to have applied J'ol'
a job on campus priot• to her
death.
Police said that Alfred Petri·
ello, of Panorama City, Calif., believed to be the dead woman's
brother, was on his way to Albuquerque to identify the body.

.

Fiesta

· : · 'sign up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, February 24

Continuous Action
Alettrless Capsules

He added that "a much more
stl'ingent research design needs
to Jw developed and employed
throughout," if the publication is
to continue.
Second Priutin!!,'
This year's INSIGHT is only
the serond printing of a course
(•valuation guide. This year is the
first student -government- sponsored edition. The cOUl'Se evaluation committe(' consisted of a
c h a i r m a n appointed by the
ASUNJ\1 President and a committee appointed by the chairman.
Chairman of the committee responsible for the recent INSIGJ::!:r,
was g1·aduate student Grey Sweeney, who left UNM this semester
to do graduate work at the University of Indiana.

UN~4 Reiects Bid

,,

tronics jobs arc confini11g.' They'd rather get
about-to meet people in diltcrent fields, to sec
new places, If you're one of ~hem, here's an unusual opportunity to do just that. And you'd
be playing a part in TH£ major growtlt industry: information hi!ndling and control.

ment, and Gonzalez of the Anthropology departnwnt. ' ' An d
many others have communicated
with me l~hotlt the evaluations in
INSIGHT," Dennison said.
Dennis<m Takes Bhtme
Dennison added that "I :feel
that as the re]n·est•ntativt' of sttident government the ultimate l'Csnonsihility for the errors lies
with me," He said, "I am trying
to make it clear that there was
no conspb·acy, and hopefully the
misunderstandings will be partially smoothed out by a clarification of our intent." Dennison
s~lid, "I would like to emphasiz~
that any inaccuracies were of execution and not of intent."
The decisfon to continue the
evaluation guide has not been
made definite yet, Dennison said.

,;,.

"If your clothes are becoming to you, they should
be coming to us."

Thi nk a II e Iec t ron i cs
iobs are a bore?

'
I,,
Some engineering gradu~tts think most elec-

INSIGHF·

.ACOHR Advisor,
Chairman Resign;
Add to Confusion

! -.

You are not permitted to kill
a woman who bas injured you,
but nothing forbids you to reflect that she is growing older
every minute. You are avenged
1440 times a day.
-Ambrose Bierce

When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than all
there . •• here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

;

'

111 LAUNDRY &DRY
CLEANING SERVICE

UNM Gymnasts Stay
Undefeated, Win Two

When You ~ Keep Alert

;1;1·"

,. ·.-\ . :- . .\&'--,_,_:: ,~~>-.:, ;_,·_ <~_ {:·:~:~ ___ IJ~

Why Not
Brin~ It To

Your Laundry?

.

.. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.-.<>t"S'~

Sotne with improvement3. Furnished, off•

street parkitlg, Call Sam Cooper, 265·
8511, eves. 842-8280. Caird-Norri• Realty,
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE apartment, 2 bedroom. new furtv
isbinJls, efficiency kitchen. All tltUities inclUded. Call Sam Cooper, 2135-8571, eves,
842·8280. Caird•Norris Realty, 2/6, il, 1&,

pressed both approval and disapproval of INSIGHT, but criticisms of specific profGssors have
raised the pdncipal controversy,
inoluding one c;valuation reporting a "unanimously negative responsc" to one professor,
The discussions have centered
around the evaluations of Professors Jacobs of the English depal't-

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

Too Busy for

By WAYNE CIDDIO
The UNM gymnastics team
continued its unbeaten ways and
raised its season mark to 9-0
this weekend with victories over
Arizona State University and
Texas.
The Lobos edged ASU 180.05 to
178.80 in a match that was undecided until the final event of
the day. UNM captured four out
of seven events. Tom Galioto and
Blaise Blasko took first and second respectively in the side horse
competition, Bob Clayton and
Norm Tupper took first and second on the high bar, and Blasko
and Bob Smith won first and
second on the long horse. The
Lobo's ability to pick up several
seconds and thirds provided the
margin of victory.
In the 180.30 to 145.15 win over
Texas, the Lobos had little trouble dominating all of the events.
Texas was only able to place one
man in the top three in any competition. Mike Sandry highlighted
the meet with victories in the still
rings, long horse, and trampoline.
Blasko won the free exercise,
Galioto won the side horsll, Clay-

Letter Sees Merits, Faults

PIZZA

•

e1

line. Write to 1 W.Onager Field

Fiesta eommittees have po·
sitions open to any interested
studel'lts. If you wish to appl}",
see Mark Epstein, Jerry Roehl,
or Lynna Joseph in tlte student government offices.

entire Union is one of the planned
expansions of the center, Hunter
said. lt is feasible that attempts
could be made to contract directly

UNM Poet

Frumkin to Open
Spring Program
Gene Frumkin, assistant professor of English at UNM, will
open the spring semester Pro·
gramme of Poets with a reading
from his works on Friday at 8
p.m. in the Kiva.
Frumkin was an instructor of
advanced poetry at the University of California's Los Angeles
Extension Division before com·
ing to UNM this fall. His poetry
has been published in more than
30 magazines. A broadsheet of
his works, intitled "Word" is
available in the UNM bookstore
for 10 cents. Frumkin has also
written two books on poetry, "The
Hawk and the Lizard" and "The
01·ange Tree."
Frumldn is the first of four
poets who will appear at UNM
this semester, Allen Ginsberg is
expected later in the term. The
Pt·ogt•amme of Poets is sponsoted
by the English department,
THUNDERBIRD magazine, and
UNM student government. All
p1•ogmms are open to the public.
without charge.

dience, he added.
Comments Used
A broad program is being constructed which would make use
of speakers to comment immediately on news events. Hunter said
that seve1•al persons are at ~vo1•k
on this problem, He added that
ovet' a hundred people have volunteered to provide security for
the 160 magazines which have already begun to arrive at the centet•. Presently the center needs
volunteel' workers to man the facilities. Applications fot• workers
can be obtained in the Activities
Center of the Union.

Speaker
Edward Keating, editor of
RAMP ARTS magazine, and
outspoken critic of th~ Johnson administ1·ation's policy in
Viet Nam will deliver two
speeches at UNM this week.
On Thursday, Feb. 23, Keating will speak on ''The Wat' in
Viet Nam and the Movement
to End It" at 8 p.m. in the
!{iva. He is sponsored by SDS
and Citizens Acting for Peace.
Friday, Feb. 24, Keating
will speak on "The Federal
Government and the University" at 3:30 in the Union Thca tcr. He will bc sponsored by
the American Association of
University Professors and the
National Student Association.

jected the lowest bid submitted
for the construction of the first
phase of a proposed dormitory
village on the grounds that it
exceeded the budget at an esti·
mate of $2 million.
"The plans will be redrawn and
specifications altered to fit the
budget which has been set at
$3.5 million for the two•phase
project," said E. J. Smith, director of housing.
The first phase, which is up fo1·
bid, consists of one village which
will house 300 students. It is to
be erected behind Santa Clara
Dorm with the completion date
estimated for the end of December, 1967.
Second Village Planned
The second phase is another
village which will also house 300
students, and a commons which
will seperate the two villages.
The second village is to be built
behind Santa Ana Dorm, and is
slated for completion by the fall
of 1968.
"The new villages are to consist of three story buildings in
pueblo style. They will be built
in the tt·aditional plaster and
steel, instead of the proposed
concrete, to cut building costs,"
Smith said.
The villages are to have eo·ed
facilities for t·ecreation, study,
and eating. Students presently
eating and living in Mesa Vista
will be moved to thll new vil·
!ages. Mesa Vista will be converted for use as faculty offices.
(Continued On Page 6)

regulations and policy of the organization in an indiscriminate
manner for needless or ill·ad-·, '
vised purposes.''
Investigation Asked
He called for student government to hold up funds for the
g1·oup and conduct an investigation of ACOHR activities.
Stuart's resignation followed a
three-hour meeting Saturday involving a debate between two
factions in the group. Stuart had
chat·ged ACOHR member Terry
Lamm with involving himself as
an ACOHR representative in progl·ams not approve!l by the
ACOHR membership.
In rl!action to Stuart's statements Lanm1 said, "we ignore the
things Tom Stuart said as being
totally untrue. The point is that
every project of the group had
been supported and agreed upon
by the democratic consensus b'i.. ..
the group."
Revenge Called
Lamm called Stuart's reaction
"a pe1·sonal 1·evenge and attack
because of frustration when the
democratic consensus of the group
was against him."
Lamm said that he and some
of the members planned to ask
Stuart for his resignation and
that last night they asked for and
got the l'eSignation of the faculty
advism· Richard G1•iego. Appal'ently Gdego had supported Stuart
in his stand taken at Saturday's '
meeting.
"The chairman's position is not
(Continued On Page 8)

Bill Would Give Regents More Power'
By TOM GARCIA
A bill which would establish a
state board of regents to assume
control now exercised by the seven standing boards has been introduced into the State House of
Representatives by Representlltive Thomas Hoover, R-Bernali·
llo.
lf approved, the bill would provide for an eleven-member board
to assume absolute control and
management of New,, Mexico's
seven institutions of higher learn•
ing: UNM, New Mexico State,

New Mexico Highlands, Western
and Eastern New Mexico, New
Mexico Tech at Socorro and New
Mexico Militat·y Institute.
Uegcnts Would Control
The bill if passed would place
control of the colleges and univer·
sities in the hands of the regents
rather than the legislatute.
Rep. Hoover, said that he felt
that this was a step we need to
take.'' He said that the reason the
bill was introduced was because,
"we'i'e always faced with the
p1·oblem in financing higher edu-

cation of duplication between
some of the schools.''
"The only way to provide as
l1lUCh education as possible without duplication,' 1 said Hoover,
"is to have one single control,
rathet· than lt!tting the schools go
their own way.''
He said that the bill will have
to be passed by both houses before it can be put before the voters. No discussion hils taken place
as yet,and Hoover said that "he
is sure thet·e will be those who
want to keep the universities in-

dependent.''
One member of the regents,
Lawrence H. Wilkinson, said that
he did not particularly favor the
resolution. He said that it was a
big enough job fol: the regents
just dealing with the problems of
one institution.
Wilkinson added that it is a
difficult job to gain 11n understanding of any ohe university,
and it makes it possible for the
regents to have more und,erstand·
ing of an institution if they h11ve
only one to deal with. ·
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-~~·News

Attractive Campus Leader

Roundup

U.S. Sinks 2 Fishing Boats,
Charges Communist China
ployment of defense missiles
By United Press Intel'national
TOKYO - Communist China ·poses the problem of whether the
has charged that two U.S. air- U.S. can maintain its relative
craft raided two Chinese fishing position while averting a new
boats in the Gulf of Tonkin Mon- spiral of arms spending.
-0day, killing one fisherman and
Reagan Saye Will Be
wounding three others.
"Fa.vodte Son"
-015 Allied Offensives Going
SACRAMENTO, Calif.-GovSAIGON- Fifteen Allied of- Ronald Reagan says he plans to
fensives throughout South Viet- run as a "favorite son" candi·
nam have accounted for 25-hun- date in Cali:"ornia's 1968 Repub·
dred Communist deaths in the lican presidential primary. But
past week. U.S, Marines trapped he 1·efuses to speculate on any
and killed an estimated 241 serious bid he might make for the
enemy troops near Da Nang.
nomination.
-0-0Goldberg to Leave for VietNam
Ruling Due in Speck Case
UNITED NATIONS - U.N.
PEORIA, Ill.-The Illinois SuAmbassador Arthu~· Goldberg is preme Court is expected to act
to leave this week for Viet Nam promptly on a suit challenging
and southeastern Asia on a fact- ~he constitutionality of the
finding mission for President jud!!:e's rules on news coverage
Johnson.
~o-

China Warns Russia
HONG KONG - Communist
China has jssued a warning to
_ :Russia against disturbing border
•n areas and says any attempts to
sabotage activities along . the
Sino-Soviet border would be
crushed by the army.
-0Meeting HeJd About Sukarno
JAKARTA - Reports out of
Jakarta say the chairman of the
all-powerful congress and the
commanders of the Indonesian
armed forces held a secret strategy meeting today " to consider
President Sukarno's fate,
--0Humphery Says Soviet Missiles
Pose Problem
PHOENIX, Ariz.-:Vive Presi·
dent Humphrey says Soviet de-

~- .Senote ·Gets Bill

On Speciol Fund

., '

Research With Rats

NEW MEXICO LOBO

in the Richard Speck murder
trial at Peoria, Illinois.
-0Train Derails in Pennsylvania
ELIZABETHTOWN, Penn.A one-ear electrie-powel'Cd Penn:;;ylvania railroad train struck a
boulder and del•ailed tonight,
about 15 miles north of Elizabethtown, Penn. Eight persons were
inju1·ed, none seriously.
-0-

Greek Ship, 'l'ug Collide
PORTSMOUTH, Va.-A Greek
merchant ship, the Helenic Halyson, knifed into an 82-foot tugboat in dense fog on Chesape:;J.ke
Bay near Portsmouth, Va. Two
men aboard the tug were injured,
but the f1·eighter continued on its
way.

Dr. Crowell to Go to Boston
To Present Browning Views
An intellectual counterattack in
the name of English Poet Robert
Browning will be unleashed this
week in Boston by a UNM English professor, Dr. Norton Crowwell.
He is one of the country's leading scholars on Browning, though
his interpretations of the poet's
work are diametrically opposed to
most of those held bv other established literary critics.
Since most of those attending
the Boston B r o w n i n g Society
meeting are established critics
from the eastern schools, Dl'.
Crowell says: "I am flying to
Boston and coming back by rail;
I rather imagine they will supply
the rail.''
Main Speaker
As the main speaker at the
meeting, presenting his heretofore unorthodox views, Dr. Cro-

An act providing for an Executive Contingency Fund of up
to $1,000 for student government
was introduced by Senator Steve
van Dresser in last Wednesday's
meeting. The Senate would use
the fund when in recess or when
the need arose for funds that
could not be properly appropl'iated.
Gives Reasons
In commenting on his reasons
for introducing the bill, van
Dresser cited two instances when
legislative committees get . into
difficulty because of insufficient
funds. Just prior to the 1966 fall
semester, the Orientation Committee at UNM was planning to
produce an orientation film, but
since the Senate did not meet before i>dentation, the committee
did not get the needed funds and
went six hundred dollars into
debt. Over this year's Christmas
recess, funds for a Legislator's
Day that was to be held on the
ninth of this month were unob·
tainable and the program had to
be dropped.
Van Dresser listed the following provisions of the bill: 1) The
university shall be in a period of
recess of more than one week
duration including closed weeks
and the Summer Session; 2) The
need for funds arises during this
recess l 8) The funds arc needed
.._, prior to the end of the recess;
and 4) The funds are needed to
pursue a program previously established by law.
ls Needed
Van Dresser said that this type
of bill was needed to keep the ex. ecutive branch of the Senate from
spending money and getting into
, any type of contractual agree·
. ment unless approved by the Stu. dent Senate. lie added that prob• Iems could arise if the funds were
, needed for a program that had
· not been previously planned.
Van Dresser said that he was
; the sole originator of the act, but
he bad cotii!Ulted other senators
and they were in full agreement
as to the need for the bill.

well said he expects aome pmnted questions" from his audience
"at the very least."
It should be a normal forum,
the professor said, "like any other
lynching.''
Dr. Crowell said that Browning's scholastic image as "anti·
intellect" has resulted from a
.
tt'
"groteseque 1nterpre
a 1on."
In recent years, Browning has
been subjected to all kinds of wild
notionsr Dr. Crowell said, including one Freudian barb which says
the poet believed only "in the
crude and the nude."
Is Mlsinterperted
All these misinterpretations of
intellectual outlook have been dis·
'"
astrous to the poet's reputat10n,
Dr. Crowell said,
In his speech before the society,
Dr. Crowell will present a paper
entitled "Robert Browning and
the Problem of Evil" taken fro~
"

0

the first chapter of a second book
he has finished on Browning.
His position on the poet's works
are discussed in his book: "The
Triple Soul: Browning's Theory
of Knowledge," published in 1963
by the UNM Press.
Dr. Crowell's position is that
Browning was not anti-intellec·
tual, as has been alleged, but
rather an inherent admirer of
the intellect, and its role in probing the amorphous, dialectical
truth.
A seminar on Browning is conducted by Dr. Crowell at UNM:_

S

TI:RRACE AND CENTRAl.

Don't be confused by
Chaucer-get Cliff's
Notes. In language
that's easy to understand, Cliff's Notes expertly explain and
summarize The Can·
terbury Tales. Cliff's

Notes will imptove

your understandingand your grades. But
don't stop with Chaucer. There are more
than 125 Cliff's Notes
covering all the fre·
quently assigned plays
and novels. Look for
them in the bold black
and yellow-stti ped
covers.
at your bOokseller
or write for
free title lfs!

eompetitiye events, dmn~rs, and
presentatiOns at the ~nited N!ll"l
tions. The fifty state :rt,nners WI
be presented o.n televtston.

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
WHY IS MR. G'S

PIZZA
SO GOOD?

What is this Swinger's
checklist?
It's a real cool
address
bookl

THE THIRD GENE:RATION of service to the United States Air Force began recently with the commissioning of Second Lieutenant William P. Miller III (right) at UNM. Commissioned through the
Air Force ROTC program with a degree in mechanical e!lgineedng, he follows the footsteps of his
grandfather, the late Lt. Col. William P. Miller (left), and his father, Lt. Col. William P. Miller, Jr.
Lieutenant Miller's first assignment will be with the Air Force Institute of Technology program at
Gcor~ia Tech, (Official USAF Photos.)

Math Speech
Dr. Stephen Agard of Stanford
Unive1•sity will speak on "Extremal Problems in Quaskonformal
Mappings" in a UNM Mathematics colloquium on Thursday at
3:30 p.m. in English Anne" 19.
Coffee and doughnuts will be
S"rvrd in Marron 225 at 3 p.m.

AFROTC Selects Spring Officers
Gilbert L. Zigler will be the
AF:ROTC squadron commander
for the spring semester at the
University of New Mexico, Col.
William C. Naylor, ·professor of
aeorspace studies, said.
Clyde E. Fulton will be deputy
squadron
commander.
Other

cadet personnel include: Joseph
C. Moore, personnel officer;
Norman D. Gonzales, operations
officer; Terry D. Woodt·uff, information services officer; and
David B. Downs, William :P. Bode,
Walter F. Huebner and Sanford
F, Cooksey, flight commanders.

Investigation by three UNM
pharmacy st1.1dents indicates that
living beings store knowledge
which may be transmitted in portions of their brain to other beings.
Working with white rats, the
pharmacy students obserwd a
connection between ribonucleic
acid, (RNA), present in every living cell, and the "transfel' of
memory."
The students, E. G. Abernathy
Jr., William 1\f, Bourn Jr. and
John Brittain Fraim, trained a
group of rats to climb the pole of
an avoidance conditioning box in
response to a mild electric shock
preceded by a buzzing sound.
After the m ts became so welltrained that they would bound up
the pole at the mere sound of the
buzzer, they were sacrificed.
From the rats' brains the stu.
dents extracted small amounts of
RNA in liquid form and injected
it into the bodies of another group
of rats,
The RNA-treated rats then
were subjected to the same avoidance conditioning box and their
reactions were timed.
The average time it took the
RNA-added rats to learn to head

for th~ pole at the sound of the
huzzt'l' was 58.8 seconds. For the
control group the learning timo
lap;;,· had averaged 80.6 seconds.

Sixty-seven rats were usee! in
the c>xpt•riment, 43 in the control
group and 24 with :RNA inJection~.

WHY IS MR. G'S

DELIVERY
SO FAST?

Clean clothes •••
, .• last longer!
For Professional

DRY CLEANING

c:a11243-5671 today!

0'
Availahl<~

only from

SWINGER
ENTERPRISES
$3.00 p.p. P.O. Box MM
Gallup, J:'lew Mex. 87301

every time!

AT

1§renualt

May Be Transferred

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,

BELTS-! 'PRICE
1

Study lndic.ates Learning

An All-Round Great Coed Sought
In National College Queen Con.test
The National College Queen
Contest is optimisti~:ally seeking
the nation's most inteUigent,
civic-minded
campus
leader.
Hopefully, she is 'also attractive,
poised, and well-groomed.
The contest, sponsored by the
Best Foods division of the Corn
Products Company, is to "reward
and honor the young achievers
among our nation's college students."
Unmarried girls 17 to 22 are
eligible. Nominations may be
made by parents, friends, or the
candidate herself by writing to
the National College Queen Contest Committee, Box 935, New
York. N.Y. 10023, before Feb. 28.
The .candidate's name, address,
and name of college must be included.
The winners from each state
will be flown to New Ym•k in
June for the final Pageant. The
all-expense-paid trip includes ten

/ 1...._.

DOM TORIELLO
(B.S.Met.E.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course knows where the
action is. He's on the move
at the nation's largest
steel plant-our
Sparrows Point Plant
near Baltimore, Md.
Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and po~t-grads) for ...
careers m steel operations,
research, sales, ntining,
accounting, and other

ole's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
unending war llgainst
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, JnC still writes
first time, every time.
And no wonder. me's
"Dyamite" Bnll is the
hntdest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or smear no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic student~. Cet
the dynamic me Duo at
your campus store now.

\}I;!OJ
WATEftMAN·BlC PEN CORP,

MILfORO, CONN.

activities.

An Equ/z Opportunity
Employer in tlte Plans {or
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM

810 Mtdlum Polni1M

STEEL
J!iO Fino Point ~5t

"I've ironed my hair... tried lots of torchery
things to get rid of natural curl."
(This is how Dee Dee Dolan looked before using
CURL FREE. And these are her own words.) Hft's obnoxious ... not so much the ringlets ... as the frizzy
ends. I've tried all kinds of things to get the curl
out but nothing does it. I have to set it in great big
rollers ... and just keep my fingers crossed. Whenever
it's even a little damp outside ...the set comes right
out. My hair just hangs sort of bushy.
~cl've always envied kids who've had straight hair.
I'd really love to wear those straight, collegiate styles.
Do you really think CURL FREE can do that for me?"

''My bangs! The sides! Curl Free really
took the curl out."
nThe bangs-that's the part I'm crazy about. And it's
springy. You know... not limp or anything. I love it! It
was simple, too. Mainly, r just applied CURL FREE and
combed it through. Now I won't have to set it as
much.ltwbn'tfrizz up-fantastic!':._DEE DEE DOLAN.
Comb those natural curls rightoutofyourhairwith
cool, creamy CURL FREE. Even if your hair is so curly it
puts up a real fight-it will surrender to CURL FREE.
Just keep using it and you'll j" .........m···· ····
·
see. Styling Freedom that lasts I
for months. That's CURL FREE. 1
~
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~~~Letters
Letters are welcome, and should
bt nu longer than 260 wor<Ja,

typewritten, da.uble apaced. ~ame,
telephone number &lld addreo•
must be in~luded, "lthoua-b namr
wUI be withheld upon r'"lu"!!l.

ACOHH HBA D RESIGNS
D<?a1• Editor:
At this time I wish to announce
my l'esignation :from the position
of Chah•man, Action Committee
on Ihnnun ·Rights, .and tlw t!.'l'min~;ttion of my membership in
that organizntion.
Sincerely,
THOMAS STUART

....

I

t•

~

STUDENTS SHOULD LOOK
INTO ACOHH
Dea1• Editor:
The Associated Students of the
UnivGrsity of New Mexico ml!st
take a long serious look at the
Action Committee on H u m a n
Rights. In the past, Student Government has kept generally free
f1•om ACOHR activities. For this
it is generally to be commended
in the interest of democratic and
free expression. At the present
time, however, if Student Government on this campus and the
New Mexico LOBO do not concern th<.>mselves with the p1·esent
status of ACOHR they will be
al dicating basic l"esponsibilities
to this university, to this state,
-.~·•and to "human l'ights."
Members of ACHOR have operated wittingly, willingly and defiantly in violation of the Constitution of ACOHR approved by
student government.
ACOUR funds, allocated by
student government, have been
spent and handled in ·ways vioi lating the regulations and policy
established for student organizations and often in an indiscriminf ate manner for needless or ill advised purposes.
ACOHR, a student organization at UNM has shown through
its practices that it views the majority of the membership of this
University community with the
same degree of disdain and distrust which the majority of the
members of this University com•· munity feel towards A CO HR. For
ACOHR this University is a
source of money and logistical
support. Beyond tbat, the students, faculty and administration
of UNM a1·e treated as obstructions to be put up with, ignored,
run over, or sneaked around.
An inYestigation of ACOHR
activities and their compatibility
with the purported objectives of
ACOHR and the University by
student government is warranted.
Student government should withhold allocation of further funds to
ACOHR and enjoin ACOHR from
spending monies now on account
with the Associated Students
are assured that ACOHR opera·
tions are being conducted and financed in a manner legitimate for
a student group.
•.. ·' This statement is issued by me
' as provided fol' in Section 2, Article VII of the Constitution of
the Action Committee on Hun1an
Rights, subject to review by the
ACOHR membership at its next
publicly announced General Meeting, as my last official act :ts
Chairman of ACOHR.
Sincerely,
THOMAS STUART
Chairman
Coordinating Committee
ACOHR
INSIGHT EXPLAINED
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is an
open letter from Dan Dennison,
Associated Students president, to

NEWSROOM FOR UNM
THE ALERT CEN'l'ER, an often quoted phrase on this
campus with little meaning, is becoming· more and more a
reality ns plans for its Monday opening move along.
Before anything else is said, a word of explanation is in
order. Formally speaking, it is a room in the Union next to
the music listening rooms equipped with a teletype, maps of
the world and even larger ones of the hotspots in the world
at the moment i.e. Southeast Asia, Africa, and an vast
anay of still empty magazine and newspaper racl<s display~
ing titles like the "Harvard Lampoon," the "Berkeley Barb,"
and the more intellectual "New Yorker" and "Saturday Re~
view."
The Alert Action Committee in charge of his room "wants
to promote an attitude of public awareness among the As~
sodated Students of UNM and the campus community about
important events." An allocaion of $1222, of which $400 has
been used so far, has been given to the committee to put the
Center together. Senate will continue to allocate varying
amounts each year for expansion of facilities like another
teletype and new magazine and newspaper subscriptions.
THE BEST INNOVATION that is a possibility with the
Alert Center is a telelecture system whereby a hookup could
be made between key figures in the news and students in the
Union. This could be used over and over to satisfy the curious
students and the like on just why a national figure took the
stand he did. This could become a permanent fixture which
would take the place of the one and only teach-in that was
held at UNM in the spring of 1965 which featured a national
hookup between Washington and the Kiva.
Another formal purpose of the Center is to create "enlightened discussion within the UNM community about vital
national and international issues through the materials available."
We don't know if the enlightened state will be reached,
but if all other means of communication available to the
campus community seem to a student to be continually inacurrate, unreliable, or incomplete in their estimation, the
Center in the Union is the place for him to be.
THIS EFFORT TO benefit the student deserves support
instead of the apathetic response so characteristic of this
campus when it comes to .supporting a new program. A lot
of money, time, and effort has been and will continue to be
pumped for the gradual expansion of this Center in hopes
that it will be as close to the heart of the news as it happens
as is any news office in a radio or television station or a
newspaper. Let's hope that the students use the Center and
take advantage of the facilities that have been made available to them.
-Lynne Frindell

How We Won
In West Vhfnnng

'

Unfortunately education is often
reduced to a "He teaches and you
learn' situation and little, if any,
ccmmunication exists. This again
is usually a problem of size and
finances. This also points out the
fact that a greater emphasis
needs to be given to quality
"learning" as well as quality
teaching.
What I am saying is that the
spirit of publishing lNSIGliT
was respectable and, as such, I
am not apologizing for the idea.
However, I would like to assume the responsibility for the
mechanical and structural errors
in the booklet, for which there
is no excuse.
Unfortunately some of these
errors inadvertently injured some
faculty members, a situation
which I deeply regret.
'l'he research design that was
incorporated seemed valid. It was
not unlike that used in similar
publications on other campuses.
Unfortunately it appears that in
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:Fra.nciBco Ohroniclo

It was in the Gilrd year of our llp-htning c.ampaign to wipe the dread
Viet Narin g:uerril1ns out of West Vhtnnng. And at last nn honorable
ceasc-firr was achieved.
It came about when thE> l'1·esident of the United States wel!t on
nationwide television to propose concrete terms to that clever JOker,
Premier Ho Ho Ho of East Vhtnnng.
''Much as we love j)eac<.'," said the President, "we're POt about to
give ttp something for nothing. They can't hoodwink us. We'll give up
something, if they'll give up something. I propose. an end to t~e bombing raids in exchange for an end to supplymg troops m West
Vhtnnng."
As luck would have it, Premier Ho was trying to tune in to that
poJmlar East Vhtnnng program, "I Ruv Roocey," when he picked up
Pierre, S. D., by mistage. So he caught the President's speech.
And to the surprise of all the experts, he immediately accepted the
President's terms!
"He did? said the President, flabbergasted. "I don't believe it."
"We have his reply, night letter collect, right here, .sil'," said the
Seeretary of State proudly....Let me read it to you again: 'Accept
ycur tHms. Have ordered mY plans to ::;top bombing your cities at
once. Expect yllu to stop supplying your troops in West Vhtnnng
soonest. Regards to the Mrs.'"
A cloud passed over the President's bl·ow. "That doesn't seem quite
right Sllmehow," he said. "But fair is fair. And at a time like this
let's not quibble."
So the President went back on nationwide television and announced
that the might of Amel'ica had, as he had long predicted, crushed East
Vhtnnng and Premier Ho had &bjectly accepted his terms.
Oh, there was jubiliation in the streets. "No longer must we fear
the East Vhtnnng bombers!" people cried joyously. And while a few
malcontents pointed out that East Vhtnnng had never bad any
bombers, most everyone was so relieved the war was over that they
couldn't care less about technical details.
The trouble, of course, came in Wcsi Vhtnnng when our Ambassador
called on Premier Hoo Dat Don Bar, "Our two million military advisers have always considered themselves as guests in your country;•
he said, "and from now on you'll have to feed them.''
"What?" said the Premier. "They t!at like horses. But its' possible,
I suppose, if you'll double your shipments of TV .sets, hair spray, and
underarm deodorant to your PXs.''
"No more shipments of those either,'' said the Ambassador firmly.
"That's the deal."
"You have just wrecked our economy," said Premier lloo sadly.
"There is nothing left to fight for."
So the U.S. withdrew its advisers. Premiel' Hoo made a dt"amatic
flight to :freedom on the French Rivera taking all his democracy-loving
officers with him. In a chartered Piper Cub. And Premier Ho, good as
his word, never bombed another clluntry again. If ever.
So the world gladly fogot West Vhtnnng. But the peace-loving
Vhtnnngian peasants gratefully erected an obelisk in the capital of
Sag On. The moving inscription says: "This shaft is for the Ameri':an
President in memory of his fair and generous peace offer wh1ch
ended the war.''
But, oddly enough, they got his name wrong. For at the bottom it
says: "Ho Ito Ho.''

DON DE TENLEY, senior mechanical engineering major, examines a picture in the "Cubism: Its Im.,act in the USA" show on
exhibit through l'llarch 19 in the Art 1\luseum. The picture is
"Movt>ment No.9" by Marsden Hartely.
Completed applications must be
returned to the chairman by
March 1, 1967.

Annual Competition
Offers Scholarships Father Goggins Dies;

The annual Delta Delta Delta
Scholarship Competition is now
in progress. All full-time under~
graduate women students on this
campus are eligible to apply. Applicants should be well-qualified
students, showing promi::;e of
valuable service in their cho:sen
field and future communities.
Academic record, contribution to
campus life, and financial need
are points to be considered.
Phi Delta chapter of Delta
Delta Delta will offer one $200
scholarship. All local winners in
colleges wherE; there are Tri
Delta chapters are automatically
eligible for one of the $1,000 National Delta Delta Delta Service
Projects awards. Applications
are available :from Jeanette
Ward, Service Projects Chairman
of 'l'ri Delta, 1825 Sigma Chi Rd.

some cases valid. analyses were
not completely achieved.
I would like to emphasize that
any inaccuracies were of execution and not of intent.
What this means it that if fu•
ture evaluation booklets are to be
made, a much more stringent re•
search design needs to be de•
veloped and employed through~
out. A larger and more broadly
based agency will need. to be
created for such a project in order that errors may be mlnized
and more course included. De·
finite criteria would be needed to
make such a booklet more valid.
Also a greater base of coordina•
tion and cooperation would neetl
to prevail.
In closing, 1 wollld only like to
say that 1 am concerned and sorry
for those inaccuracies made and
I only hope that those f!!eulty
members who feel injl!red have
been adequately vindi'cated by
their students.
Unf01'tunately many of us

Began Center Here
The first Dominican priest to
be assigned to the Newman Apos-

tolate at UNM died Saturday.
Father Ralph Damian Goggins,
O.P,, died at the Dominican Novitiate house in Winona, Minn.,
where he had lived for sever11l
years.
A Reouiem Mass :for Father
Goggins will be offered in the
Aquinas Newman Center chapel
tomorrow at 8 p.m.
Father Goggins carne to the
UNM campus in 1950 with Father John I. Reardon and founded
the Aquinas Newman Center in
the old Sigma Chi hoUSe, In September, 1954 he saw the present
chapel dedicated by Cardinal
Francis Spellman o:f New York.

By BRIAN LEO
Currently in the gallery of the
Fine Arts Center is a large show
of paintings entitled "Cubism, its
impact in the U.S.A "
This exhibition has been on display for several days, and this
writer has elicit()d a few dispal'aging comments on it, which
truthfully should be laid to rest.
A clarification of the "target" in
this particular show was the result of an interview with Mrs,
Guy Lewis, the cul·ator of the gallery, and Professor Robert Ellis,
the Assistant Director.
Their comments outline the gallery's position in assembling the
show, and should be more generally informative of one of the
poiuts of view of our University
gallery.
Pal'allels Previous Show
"One majm· reason for the e:x:bibition has been to present a parallel to the American Imvressionism Show which we did two years
ago," explained Mrs. Lewis, ''and
we feel it is important for the
same main 1·eason as that ~>how."
The gallery's view is not complicated; it is necessary at least
from an historical stand to demonstrate that cubism was a very
pervasive influence in the work of
many American painters, and its
fusion should be more carefully
documented than it has been,
Ellis stated that "Certainly it
is more a documentary show than
anything else."
American Concems
One striking factor about the
paintings which separate them
dramatically from their French
lineage is an unmistakable concern with many motifs which are

Jearn best by our mistakes. I only
hope our university community
will not be too harsh in its judgement of this endeavor for a great
"lesson" has, indeed, been learned.
Dan Dennison, Jr.
ASUNM President

American in cha1•acter. "These
paintings are far more colorful,
often more inventive than the
French cubists," said Mrs. Lewi~J.
''Many of these artists became
conce1·ned with the machine,
which directly led into an interesting later style called "immaclate" or precisionist. As displayed,
these many works present quite
a variety, and a "good" variety."
Brashness Has Faded
"Its amazing how some of these
things now look almost like old
master ·paintings, from a distance
of 35 or 50 years they seem quite
tame," said Ellis.
Viewing the show as a presentation of a very vital contact between a Eu1·opean revolution in
art and. an American experimentation with the new and strange,
the present exhibition becomes
useful and even necessal'Y to experience.
"In painting what they did
here, many artists didn't know
whether they were producing anything good or not, or they didn't
know if they were understanding
cubism "rightly" or not," said

Mrs. Lewis. "But lt is now very
evident that it was a liberating
experience fo1· American art."
·The show will be on until March
19, and is well worth seeing.

IS THE WORD

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
offers the lorgest sele<:tions of St.
Patrick's and Easter cords in this area.
Also
All paper goods for !he Bride to be.
Free Wedding Planner book with
Complete Order.
Come in and Compare

3501 Lomas Blvd. NE

SPORT SHIRTS ! PRICE

ilrruitau~s
TERRACE AND CENTRAL

Saturday Dance
A dance sponsored by the Pep
Council will be held after the
Wyoming game on . Saturday,
Mar. 4 from 9:30 to 12:30 in the
Union Ballroom. Admission will
be charged with proceeds going
to purchase a new costume for
Louie Lobo. Any leftover money
will be used to send the cheer~
leaders to the N.I.T.

Listen to KUNM

Latin America,
Africa, Asia, etc.
The Peace Corps
Washington, D. C. 20525

0
0

Odd
Bodkins

Please send me information.
Please send me an application.

Address.

By Dan O'Neill
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World Campus Afloat' Director of Admissions
1 (ltm:J Chapman College
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State ..
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. Zip Code
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1
1

Published as a public service in cooperation
with The Advertising Council and the
International Newspaper Advertising Executives•

255·4989

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Usbon is o~e way to broaden o.n~'s knowledge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls f~und cxplormg the markets of Cities aroun~
the world a relaxing change from studies undertaken durmg a semester at sea on Chapman College s
floating campus-now called World C~mpus Atloat. .
.
Alzada Knickerbocker of KnoltVIIle.Tenncssee.-m the pla1d dress-returned from the studytnwel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe Colle&e. .
Jan Knippcrs of Lawrenceburg. Tennessee, a graduate of the Umvers1ty of Tennessee, and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and re•
rurncd a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world•circling campus.
. .
Student~ Jive and attend regularclasscs aboard thes.s. RYNDAM, owned by the ECL Sh•PP!~g
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Line acts as general passenger agent, In-port actiVIties are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.
As you read this. the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela. Brazil. Argentina, Nigeria.
Senegal, Morocco, Spain. Portugal, The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain. returning to New
York May 25.
Next fall World Campus Afloat-Chapman College will take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring. a new student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in western and northern
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans, fill in the information below and mail.

You'll go far
in The
Peace Corps.

LETTERS TO THE LOBO EDITOR
the University community. It concerns INSIGHT, the student government teacher evaluation guide
distributed at the beginning of the
semester.)
The recent student government
publication of the course evaluation INSIGHT has caused a great
deal of discussion and concern.
Now that it has been printed and
distributed I feel an obligation to
pllblicly acknowledge its merits
and faults.
I feel that the concept of an
evaluation of the educational system by students is valid and
needed. Today's university is
growing at an alarming rate, Because of this quality education is
not always attained. I£ student
attitudes and opinions can be
adequately and correctly expressed the entire academic community stands to gain.
Students are the lifeblood of
the university; they should be ac•
knowledged as worthy of consideration within that structure,

...__

By AUTHUR HOPPE
San
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Cubism Display Is Called "Documentary Show"
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Professor From Ecuador

Will Compose Text books
By PETE KENDALL
Forty-seven year old Carlos
P<l.dilla is a man of many talents.
The Spanish-speaking Ecuadorian who speaks only Spanish is
a painter, musician, and educator.
But most of all, Cados is what

LETTERS
FINE MAN IS IGNORED
Dear Editor:
A fine man has died, and the
student community has lost not
only an excellent educator but
also a personal friend and source
of inspiration for many.
What gratitude did he receive
for his dedication to teaching and
research? The newspaper of his
university glaringly misspells
his name on its front pages, the
local evening newspaper inserts a
short account on its back pages,
and the students for whom he
labored as he became "one of the
six top undergraduate teachers in
the nation" forget him before his
body is laid to rest.
The most shameful oversight
was the relative absence of the
students for whom he had lived
and died from the memorial services. A mere handful of recent
students joined his colleagues to
pay tribute to his life. For an instructor whose doors were always
open to his students to be so easily
and so soon forgotten seems a
manifestation of Solomon's vanities.
The things he labored hardest
to achieve: a respectable graduate program in a department
which he personally directed out
of the morass of mediocrity to
produce nearly half of all Ph.D.'s
granted by UNM, the encouragement to higher goals for his students. . . Are they to be so soon
nel!'lected too?
He is no longer with us, with
his dry humor and paternal concern, but jf he is to be remembered for long it must be by
those of us who studied and labored with Dr. Jesse LeRoy Riebsomer.
UNM School of Medicine
Philip E. Keen
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IN DEFENSE OF DAVIS,
TECKLIN AND KING
Dear Editor:
I wish I could say that I was
enraged by the Feb. 20th letters
in the LOBO by David Foreman
and Cody Turpin attacking the
reactions of Dr. Paul Davis and
Jerry Tecklin to Kunikis' article
on Dr. Martin Luther King. But
instead of feeling anger, I was
number with sorrow. Not having
read Mr. Tecklin's letter, I cannot comment on it, but I fail to
understand how any part of Dr.
Davis' letter could be construed
as being an e;Kample of "unreasoning hysteria" or being a "vile,
groundless attack" on Kunikis
article. On the contrary, Dr.
Davis remarks dealing with Dr.
King were based on his personal
acquiantance with the Reverend
'
and appeared to have been written in a state of rational, sensitive concern over an injurious
misrepresentation of facts. And
does the fnct that the Nobel
Peace Prize was awarded to Dr.
King speak for nothing, also?
(Or am I forgetting that the
Swedes are all a bunch of :pinktinged socialists?)
I wonder if Messrs. Foreman
and Turpin would have the same
courage to confr~ilt Dr. King
with their "truth" about him as
they display in the LOBO? Is
either unafraid enough to speak
as self-assuredly in person with
Dr. Davis or Mr. Tecklin in the
hopes of correcting the seemingly
shocking gaps in their knowledge
!\bOut Dr. King? r invite them to

we liko to oall the "true gentle.
man and scholar."
"The American studt'nt," he
said, "knows how to govern himself so well. When we are able to
achieve such a standard in our
country, it will be one of our
greatest goals achieved.'
Professor In Ecuador
Carlos is at UNM in behalf of
the Ministry of Education in
Ecuador. He is a professor at the
Twenty-Fourth of May High
School in Quito.
He and five others of his group,
the second S\lch to visit this country, are here to compose elementary Spanish textbooks. His duty
is writing and illusb·ating for the
texts.
"In Ecuado!' the textbook is an
instrument used to form and establish the pet·sonality of the
child," he said.
Think With Originality
"Ecuadorian textbooks attempt
to give the child the urge to think
with originality," said Padilla.
"They also teach them to rationalize conectly, and to understand
the various problems he can expect to encounter.''
"We feel that to be good, the
textbook must not be solely a
word and picture book,' he said.
"It must provoke the child's interests and provide a source for
the solving of philosophic problems. If it fails to do this, it
loses much of its overall value."
Observes Learning Methods
At UNM, Carlos has been able
to obsene learning methods of
students and teaching techniques
of educators. He feels one of our
speak with me about it, too. (I
can be found through the telephone book.) Do these champions
of truth dare withhold the ttuth
from anyone, and thereby let any
be deceived?
Martha Van Delinder

systems' greatest attributes is
the way students are taught to
learn for themselves, to research,
and to employ modern methods in
doing· both.
Cados plans to take home the
best impressions of the Ameri·
can university and apply these
principles to the Ecuadorian
system.
Friendship 11nd fipspitality
"You people thinl< big and ere·
ate big," he said.
The student here, he says, does
things out of f~·iendship and hospitality to help facilitate understanding between fol·eign coun.
tries and themselves,
But more than anything, Carlos wants to like us and have us
like him.
To the people he has met and
the boys he will live with at Mesa
Vista Hall until February 26, he
is the "true gentleman and
scholar."

Fortune is Uke the market,
where many times, if you can
stay a little, the price will fall.Francis Bacon
Those who bring sunshine to
the lives of others cannot keep it
from them~elves. - James M.
Barrie
Doing easily what others :find
diffictllt is talent; doing what is
impossible :!'or talent is genius.
-Henri-Frederic Amiel
Nothing seems so tragic to one
who is old as the •death of one
who is young·, and this alone
proves that life is a good thing.
-Zoe Akins

NEW MEXICO LOBO

If a man has an office with a
is a buii!zer,
and if he can press that bm:zer
and have somebody come dashing
in response-then he is an executive
-Elmer J<'rank Andrews
desl~ on which there

On Road

U. Matmen I-I ave Two Meets

Had I been present at the creation, I would have given some
tlsefnl hints for tbe better ordering of the tmiverse.
-Alphonso the Learned

The ·New M ex i co wrestling
team will meet Arizona and
Northern A1·izona University on
the road this weekend after defeating New Mexico State and
losing to Adams State last weekend.
'l'he Lobos, now 3-9 for the season, beat the Aggies for the second time this season 22-12 in Las
Cruces Friday and then lost to
Adam:s State 27-8 in Albuquerque.
Shade Adds 2 Wins
Floyd Shade picked up his
eighth and ninth wins of the season against one loss to lead the
New Mexico grapplers. His only
loss came in the second outing of
the year against UCLA and he
had one draw - against Hiram
Scott.
The 177-pound junior from Des
Moines, Iowa. has registered only
one pin this season-against New
Mexico State the first time- but
has outscored his opponents 44-13
in all competition.

It is not enough to know about
virtue, then, bt1t we must endeavo~· to possess it, and to use
it, or to talm any othel' steps that
may make us good. ~Aristotle

A & W ROOT BEER
DRIVE-IN

look for'·th~ Bright Orange Building!

FOLDED BEEF TACOS ••• •• 20c
each

(tomato, lettuce, cheese)
Try them with ROOT BEER
IN ci FROSTED MUG
Phone 256-111 S
3627 MQnte Vista NE

Orders To Go

CHAPARRAL CAROL ROTH, 1966 UNM Homecoming Queen, is
one of five finalists in the 1967 SPORT magazine Campus Queen
Contest. Anyone may vote by sending a postcard to SPORT's
Campus Queen Contest, Box 2673, New York, N,Y. 10017. Th!a
winner of the contest will be announced in the magazine's June
issue. Carol is competing against coeds from Oklahoma State, ·
Oregon State, Ohio U., and Tampa U.

Bill Kilby boasts of the second
best team record, an 8-3 mark,
Kirby ill a 15Z pounder from Belen and won five straight before
suffering a loss.
Had to Forfeit
Throughout the s e a s o n the
Lobos have been hampered by
having to forfeit in some weig-ht
classes. The 123-pound class forfeited four straight until last
weekend and the 130-pound division has given up six consecutive forfeits. Also the 137-pound
division has been forfeited twice
-both last weekend.
Probable New Mexico entries
for the weekend are: 123- Ron
Romero (2-5); 130 - to be announced; 145 - Mike Kennedy
(4-5); 152 - Bill Kirby (8-3);
160- Bob Scott (1-4); 167- C.
A. Bowerman (5-4); 177- ;Floyd
Shade, (9-1-1); HW- Mike Wilson (1-2).

Denver U. Will Meet Lobos Here
In Swimming Duel This Thursday

You have to

look for the
·"W" because

(Continued From Page 1)
The living quarters in the villages have been designed on a
suite system. There will be three
rooms and a bath to each four
students. Two of the rooms are to
be designed for sleeping facilities, and the third for use as a
common study. Single rooms will
also be available.
"There will be no acoustics in
the new dorms, but they will be
carpeted throughout that noise
will be better absorbed," Smith
said.
The Villages have been de·
sigm;\d by Van Dorn Rooker, University architect.

it's silent.

..
Mr. Wrangler®
for wreal sportswear.
: The famous silent "W": you
) don't pronounce it, but you
must look for It if yo"J wont
sportswear that looks wright,
!its wright, feels wright. Made
wright, too-many in no·iron
fabrics treated with the wremorkoble Wranglok® permanent press finish. Mr.

eate
FINAL TEST -THURSDAY, 2:00 PM
ROOM 253 - N.M. UNION

Wrangler sportswear Is
here, on campus, in your size.

Modern Language Aptitude test
supervised by Roger Banks
ult's easy to join the Peace Corps,
you have only to apply yourself."

;

1
!

1

Coach Bob Earney's UNM
swimming team meets the University of Denver here Thursday
and then plays host to the annual
.
. .
New Mex1co Inv1tatJonal over the
weekend.
Barney's tanke:rs enter the meet
with Denver with a 10-2 dual record after dropping Wyoming 6341 here last Saturday. Against
Wyoming, New Mexico won five
of 10 individual events and both
relays.
Last season the Lobos complet-ed their regular schedule with a
49-46 upset over the Pioneers in
Denver.
Ba1·ney is expected to keep the
same relay teams for the Denver
meet with Mike Byrne, Chris
Scott, Tom Mellars and Carter
Shillig in the 440 ya1·d medley
relay. The freestyle relay will
lead off with Shillig, followed by
Jon Mayhew, Byrne and Rick
Wettin.
Barney expects Denver to be
toughest in butterlty, sprints and
distance freestyle. Frosh Bob
Milne is the Lobo's top hand in

1\J'
AVAnf fbresf
r••••

Listen to KUNM

STUDENTS, ARISE!!

none?

0

1 inch?

0

Room 157 Student Publications

1% inches?

Sf El

OPPORTUNITlES are
available in steel plant operations, sales, research, mining, accounting, and other
activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical;' \ ,
electrical, chemical, indus-' l l
trial, civil, mining, and. ,
other engineering special- '
ties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, accounting
and liberal arts.
If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

Budweisen
IIIN!l OF BE£RS • ANHEUSER·BUSCH, IMC. • ST. LOUIS
NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON
' 't II •~

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

remember-the March Juggler is coming

•

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

T

HOLIDAY OR ANY DAY
TTA Youth fare Identification Cards, for
young adults 12 to 22, permit unlimited
travel throughout the TTA six state system
with confirmed reservations any day, any
flight, and at !Jl off the regular applicable
one-way fare.
A Youth Fare Identification Card, good for
one year from date of issuance, costs only
$10 and is honored by most other airlines,
apply today!
For information call your 'ITA College Sales
Manager.

to interview undi!rgraduate
and graduate candidates for
Betluehem's '67 Loop Course
-our highly regarded
management training
program

You'll hear some people say
there shouldn't be any head
at all. They say phooey on the
foam •.. where's the beer!
They shouldn't. Not when
the beer is Beechwood Aged, anyway.
Budweiser is brewed so it will kick
up a good head of foam. Those little
bubbles add to the taste, the smooth~
ness, the drinkability. So pour your
Bud<~> with about an inch·and·a-half
collar. Two inches if it's a tall glass.
Now let the foam tickle your nose
..• and your taste.

JOIN THE UNM JUGGLER!

-

WATCHES·· GIFTS
DIAMONDS

·ON

MARCH16

How about
foam on your beer?
0

Expert on Swiss cmd
American Watche'

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

Our representative
will be on campus

'I

THE FAIR STORE, Albuquerque

Jewelers

CAREERS
IN STEEL

•

COOPER'S, Albuquerque

Louis Vrattos

CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS
1/3 OFF

the, spdnts with Wettin the top
UNM entry in the butterfly.
The Invitational, a tuneup :for
the W~sterr; A~hletic Conf~rence
champ1onsh1pS m Provo, will attract the state's top prep and
college swimmers. All events are
open.
-iiliJiiiiiii~ci:iililiii;il

•

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & PACU~TY

89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

UNM Has 10-2 Record

UNM Reiects Bid
For Dorm Village

MR. G'S PIZZA
GIVES FREE
COFFEE REFILLS

•

Kirk Clark
842·8070

CLIP COUPON and mail with membership fee to:

Sales Department, tTA
P. o. Box ·60188,

____________
Houston, Texas 71060

I

,.._..

_____ _

Application For Youth Fare Identification Card

I

(PLEASE PRINT)

I
I

APPlicant's Name
Add res~

I
I

City
SChool Attending
Date of Birth

I

I
I
I

I

Age

I

flo. lswed
Issued lly
card Holder's sig~~ature

At

Date

Exp. liate

Appllcalioll Must ile Accompanied by $10.00

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

State

Date. of 22nd BirthdaY
~~~~~----~--~~~~~~~-----·---Color \lair
Color Eyes
Weight
Height
c~rd

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

THE AIRLINE WITH THE EXTRA TOUCH OF SERVICE

L..-- - - -

I
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lobo Cagers Face Big Games
When basketball fans and
coaches get together in the final
two weeks of the Western Ath~
Jetic Conference cage race, their
figuring with ·percentages and
possibilities put a model'n com·
puter system to shame.
The University of New Mexico
plays host to league leading Brigham Young University here on
Thursday and defending champioll Utah on Saturday with the
figuring on how the Lobos can tie
ol' finish in second place in the
league, A second place finish
usually means a bid to the NIT
tournament. Byu is now 6-0 in
the race with Wyoming in second
at 5-2, Utah in third at 3-3 and
New Mexico in fourth at 3-4.
The Lobos have to win the
three remaining games. 'Plus need
either of the Utah schools to sideline Wyoming if UNM hopes to
tie for ::;econd place. The Lobos
split a road series in Ari:wna
last week to move their season
record to 16-6. The Lobos wet·e
defeated '70-64 by Arizona and
bounced bnck with a 64-50 victory over Arizona State University.
In January BYU and Utah had
a hand in New :Mexico's four
game losing streak on the rand
when Utah took a 66-64 victory

L· __ .

Lobos Have 9-0 Record

ACOHR •••
(Continued From Page 1)
really important anyway," Lamm
said. "All he is supposed to do is
notify the members of meetings
and provide publicity." "Stuart
took the job because no one else
would.''
10 Active Members
Lamm said that there were
about 10 active members in the
urganization and they received a
yearly budget of about $500 from
student government.
Stuart had recruited Griego as
faculty advi::;or without the
group's consent, Lamm said as he
countered Stuart's charges that
he had done things without consulting the group.
Lamm
answered
Griego's
charges that .the organization did
not involve Mexican students by
saying one of the few Mexicans
on campus was an ACOHR member and that there were SpanishAmericans as well.

!
1

Publicity Bad
Be said that the publicity
ACOHR bas received in recent
LOBO artieles was bad for the
group. "Stuart and his friends
have succeeded in getting a lot
of publicity and I guess we're ~
ing to loose in the rest of the battles," Lamm said.
"We really did not want all
this publicity oocause it is easy
to tear down editorially ACOHR's
programs but it is difficult to describe them because they are so
complex,>i hi! said.
•• Anyone who would take the
time to closely examine the situation 1,10uld not help but reach
the conclusion that this thing is
caused by personal frustration of
Tom Stuart and Mr. Griego,.. he

uid.

.
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Suspended by Pub Board

OPEN 24 HOURS
247-8626

105 Cenfr!>l t4W

LEADING THE BRIGHAM
YOUNG ATTACK against the
Lobos here Thursday night
will be Craig Raymond, the
Cougar's leading seore. He will
face New Mexico's All-American Mel Daniels at center.
Raymond leads the low-scoring BYU attack with 13,6
points a game and is a strong
rebounder, (BYU Photo.)
lead the series 26-6
Utah holds a 26-5 edge.
New :Mexico's All American
Mel Daniels flipped in 45 points
over the weekend to run his 22
game total to 468 points and a
21.2 average. If he can score 33
points in the two games this
week, he will be the second Lobo
to go over the 500 point mat·k in
a season. Ira Harge was the first
when he finished with 527 during
1952-63 season.
New Mexico's one-two punch
of Daniels and Ben Monroe
scored 42 of the 64 points against
Al"izona and 37 of the 64 against
Arizona State. Monroe, who
cleaned the boards of 10 1·ebounds
in Tempe, has scored 327 points
for a 14.8 average and a nine
rebound per game mark.
The Lobo starting group will
have the 6-9 Daniels at the low
post with 6-'7 Bill Morgan ('7.2)
at the high post. The wings will
as 180.30-145.15, Against ASU he handled by the 6-3 Monroe and
New Mexico won the side horse. 6-2 Ron Nelson (7.4} with 6-1
high bar and long .horse and had Don Hoover (4.3} at the point.
the depth in every event for the
New Mexico's ninth-ranked
win. Against Texas the Lobos defense is allowing 60.8 points
made a clean sweep of every event per contest while the offense has
except the rings where Texas tMk scored 1549 points for a '12.4
a second.
mark. The rebounding edge,
Blaise Blasko scored a 9.1 in which placed the Lobos in sixth
long horse against ASU while in the country last week, stands
Mike Sandry's 9,1 on the rings at 1062-S04 with New 1\lexic()
was the best rating in the dual taking 56.9 pel" cent off thll
with Texas.
The probable entries for the boards.
Head Coach Bob King wa::; ex~
Thursday-Friday schedule are:
pected
to return to the campus
Free Exercise-Rich McConnell,
Norm TulJper, Bob Clayton, Blaise early this week. He missed last
Blasko; Side Horse-Bob Smith, week's road trip because of the
Bill .Robison, Blasko, Tom Gali- death of Mrs. King.
oto; Trampoline McConnell,
Frank Sandry, Mike Sandry,
Smith; High Bar-Blasko, McConnell, Clayton, Tupper; Long
Horse-McConnell, M. Sandry,
Blasko, Smith; Parallel Bars-Tupper,
Blasko,
McConnell,
Smith; Rings--Blasko, Ray Mondragon, Clayton, Sandry.

iBrruitnu, !i
·---·-·----·----
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Know Where You're Going?

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

,,
... "

=~

--·

-

'COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
265·8288

.COS San Moteo NE

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
Margherita M.. Henning, Ph.D.

will be interviewing
FEBRUARY 23

BLACK MGB '66 for ~~ale. Red fiberglas!~
top, radio, wire wheels. Must • ell. PhOne
26&-7021. 2/20, 22, 23, 24.

for the following graduates:
85/MS/PhD EE :
MS/PhD Statistics/Math ••
BSIMS ME ••
BSIMS IE ••

STEREO, not worldng, plus .,.,~ for t!a)e.
Contact Mimi Joe Goodyear. Uokotuoc Hall,
274 Zia. 2-22, 23. Z4, 2'1.

••

WANT ADS
Ct.ASSIFlED ADVERTISING RATES:

4. line ad~. 65~-l times, $2.00. Insertie1ri•
must be submitted by noon on da.y betote
publication fu Room 1119, Student Publica·
tious Building, or tekphone 277·4002 or
2?1-4102.

FOR SALE

FOit REliT
EFFlCIENCY apartmcnta, 1 bb:k wmt of
UNII, $79.50 to $85.00 all utilities paid.
Some with Improvements. Furnlsbl!d,. o«stroot PIU"kirur•. Call 8Anl CooP<!r, 265·
8511, ev..,_ 842-8280. Caird-Notria Reali.J'>
2/6, 9, 10.
LARGE •Pal"l.ment, 2 bedroom, new l~rt
ltlbings, eftlcietley lriteben. AD utUIUef In-

cluded. CaD sam Cooper, 265-8571, ........
842-8280. Calrd-Norria Rull¥. 2/6, D, 10,

SERVICES

Luis Calvillo-Capri resigned as editor of the THUNDERBIRD
last night. He is shown here presenting his formal resignation to
Student Publication Board, Mary Alinder will succeed Calvillo.
(LOBO Photo by Pawley)

News Roundup
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Consult'

SEI: YOUR PLACEMENT
OFFICE FOR OUR
BROCHURE

SYLVANIA
ELECI'RONIC
S\'Sl'EMS

An ~qool Opportunity Employer
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til it had a report from Bur-

ton.
Burton wiil be asked to
submit a formal 1·eport to

Senators Discuss
Giont Committee

TERRACE AND CENTRAL

SYLVANIA

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Student Publications
Board last night ref~sed to
authorize the JUGGLER,
UNM humor fi.lagazine, to
publish another issue before
the Board meets again in
March.
Bob Burton, JUGGLER
editor, was not present. The
Board decided to withhold
authorization to publish un-

SELECTED GROUP OF JACKETS,
SPORT COATS-t PRICE

and BYU an 89-73 win. Last season BYU and UNM split a series
with New Mexico winning 81-'78
in Albuquerque nnd losing 89~60
in Provo. Utah took both ends of
the series in 1966 winning 97-85
at home and 5'7-55 here. The

iff

~;.~:.

No. 67

JUGGL~R POb~;~ation

Select from wall
menu and give order
to cashier for FAST

SERVlCE

UNM Gymnastics Team to Host
Cougars and Greyhounds on Friday

The UNM ~nastics team
puts its 9-0 record on the line here
this week whn the Lobos play
host to WAC member Brigham
Young University Thursday and
Eastern New Mexico University
Friday. Both duals start at 3:00
p.m. jn oJhnson Gymnasium.
Mitchell's crew picked up two
victories last week by defeating
Arizona State University 180-05178.SO and the University of Tex-

DOWNTOWN?

e

.

By United Press International
The death of a commercial pilot
in New Orleans yesterday has
turned back the news to the death
of a president in Dallas in 1963.
The body of David Ferrie was
found in his New Orleans apart·
ment, a bottle of pills and a sui•
cide note nearby.
The name of Ferrie has ap·
peared in several investigations
into the assassination of President Kennedy. The 49-year-old
pilot was mentioned in four pages
of the Warren Commission Report.
New Orleans District Attorney
Jim Garrison called the death an
apparent suicide.
.
But the coroner, Dr. Nicholas
Chetta, said Ferrie died of a ruptured blood vessel at the base of
his brain. He declined to agree
with Garrison that it was a suicide.
Death in Florida May Link to
Assassination
The death in New Orleans
could cause authorities to take a
second look at still another death
loosely linked to the assassination.
Earl Killam of Pensacola, Florida, wants police to re-open the
investigation into the 1964 death
of his brother, Thomas Killam.
Thomas Killam was the husband of one of the strippers in
Jack Ruby's Dallas nightclub. He
died after jumping .or falling
thr()ugh a plate glass window.
Police ruled the death suicide.
Union Leaders Call Ralt to
Strike
Union leaders of a general Mo•
tors parts plant in Mansfield,
Ohio, have agreed to end their
wildcat strike.
Official!! of the Mllnslield local
. nnnouneed in Detroit that the
" 2700 man local would return to
work on the second shift today,
The announcement followed a
hearing with United Auto Work·
ers officials who earlier had or·
deted the local back to work.
j General Motor11 said earlier to•
day that more than 133,000 work·

Plans for a giant programming
committee consisting of members
of five major UNM committees
and three advisors were discussed
at Student Senate VVednesday
night.
Student Senator Anne Knight
told the Lobo that several senators and program directors had
been thinking about the comprehensive programming committee,

~r:h~.enate discussed the idea last
Representatives Listed

The of
committee
would
be composed
the Union
Program
DirectorAte, the Speakers Commit·
tee, Bally Committee, Cultural
Committee. The dean of students,
e
the Union program advis.or, and
the overall committee.
1\ii::;s Knight said that a comprehensive master calendar could
be one of the major results of
ers would be laid off by midnight the committee's work. Students
last night because of the wildcat and other interested persons
strike.
could consult this calendar to
War Protestors Active at
find out about any event related
U. of Wisconsin
th u ·
Some 200 anti-war protestor$ to e mvers~ty, she added.
have blockaded the office of top
Balanced Program
officials of the University of Wis"The co-ordination of events
consin nt Madison.
and" a balanced program of acThe demonstrators, angered by tivities resulting from the comthe arrest of 16 fellow demon• mittee would greatly increase
strators, threaten to keep Chan- efficiency in campus events," she
cellar Robben Fleming and other said.
officials in the office until the
Miss Knight emphasized that
charges against the 16 are the existing committee$ would
dropped.
~ ..
·
·
r~main intact, and their activiUniversity officials talked with tJes would not be changed except
protest leaders about a number :of , for the coordination of events.
demands, including the release of ~ Other extension directors such as
the arrested, ", .
v, ,
athletic planners and the NewPolice arrested the 16, mostly man Ce!l~er Wo!Jld also be invited
students, after a ::;it-in at the to particiPate m the large com·
University Engineering Building. mittec, she said.
They were protesting job recruit- - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - ing by Dow Chemical Company an American infantry company
because Dow makes munitions.
suffered henvy casualties when
U.S. Bombers Support Infantry
attacked today by Communist
Giant U.S. B-52 bombers ::;trucl. forces.
before dawn Thursday, Saigon
The new raids were against
time, in support of American irt· Communist positions in War Zone
fantrymen battling Communist C, about '10 miles north-northwest
forces in jungles along the border o:f Saigon.
between South Vietnam and CamIn other action yesterday . • •
bodia.
U.S. Marines fanning through the
The high-flying jets raided a. five . northernmost pl'ovinces of
suspected Communist base camp South Vietnam reported killing 88
225 miles north of Saigon where of the enemy.

the Board announcing the publication of the next issue and the
amount of money he plans ·to
spend.
No Ads to Be Sold
Until the report is submitted
and the JUGGLER is ·granted
pel·mission to publi::;h, Burton is
not authorized to sell any more
advertising for the magazine.
The first issue of the JUGGLER, UNM's first humor magazine, appeared in February, including short articles, jokes, art
work, and interviews written by
UNM students and staff members
of several ot\ler college humor
magazines.

Cavillo-Caprl Resigns
The board also accepted the
resignation of Luis Cavillo-Capri
as editor of the THUNDEBIRD.
He listed personal reasons fol'
resigning, saying he had business
to attend to here and in Mexico
· City, and would not have enough
time to devote to the THUNDER·
BIRD. Mary Alinder, UNM
sophomore, will replace CavilloCapri as editor,
In other action, the Board allocated $500 to the THUNDERBIRD for the publication of a
spring issue. The magazine staff
had originally thought that they
had been allowed $2300 :for two
issues, but it was discovered last
week that the publication fiud
actually been allocated $1800. By
allocating the $500 the Bonrd will
mnke up the diffel"llnce.

*
*
*
*
*
*
T- Bird Editor Quits;
Will be Consultant
vote to 'Personal business here
BY TOM GARCIA
Luis Calvillo-Capri, who re· and in Mexico City," said Capri.
He went on to say that he wns
signed last night as editor of the
THUNDERBIRD, released a quite happy to woTk with the
statement to the LOBO listing staff, and expTe!lsed hope that in
the futw:e the ·editoz> not receive
his. reasons for reaigning.
He explained that his reasons as much outside interference as
iol'!t
for :resigning were solely per~ this year.
sonal. "I need more time to de·
Clarify Finances
He also said that he wished
the THUNDEBIRD's financial
BC·I Hospital
situation would be clarified in
the future.
Capri said that the students
should come to realize that as a
literary magazine, THUNDER~
BIRD is a very important .part
of the university. "The THUNw
Donations of blood are being DERBIRD is the student's culrequested from University of tural window," said Capri,
New Mexico students and faculty. "through which members of the
"A great need at the Bernalillo
community can look into
County-Indian Hospital exists for outside
the university!'
whole blood," sai.d James A. LaRappy with Importance
Combe, administrator, "and we
are appealing to the people of AtHe indicated also his delight
buquerque and Bernalillo County with thll important part the
and to the university members.
THUNDERBIRD played 'in coBC-I officials note that the hos- sponsoring the UNM .poe,';ry
pital needs about 500 pints of series.
blood a month, said Dr. Reginald
Capri said that he will remain
Fitz, Dean of the school of medi· as a consultant to the .magazine
cine.
in an extta-official capaCity.
The major need for blood, the
officials continued, is to operate
the artificial kidney, as replacement in newborn babies with the
wrong RH factor, and :fo1• use in
the emergency room.
The Alert Center is presentIndividuals wishing to donate
ly open on the fit•st floor of the
blood are asked to contact the
Union. Students are invited to
Blood .Services of New Mexico,
visit the center and to take
318 Elni SE, phone 243-2427.
advantage of the publications
When donating, they are asked
and the teletype availba1e :for
to advise that the blood is for
their use. Applications are also
BC-1.
available for students who
Groups, fraternities, or others
want to work in the center.
who give blood at the same time
The center will hve its offiare asked to contact the same
cial opening Monday, Feb. 27.
facility.
_ _J~============•

Students Needed
To Donate Blood

Alert Center

------~--...:::....--------:-...-------.....:.-=.:.::..;::..:____~----~

ACOHR Answers Previous ChargeS

Members of the Action Committee on Human Rights have an·
swered charges made in a letter
published in the LOBO yesterday
by their former chairman by explaining their programs and re-.
asserting that all action by· their
organization was democratically
taken,
In an interview at the ACOHR
office, SOlO Monte Vista N.E. 1
members 'l'erry Lamm, Russ
Zkcbmeyer, Christine Candell.u:ia,

and Rick Hutt defended their position.
"Most of our work is involved
within the community," Zachmeyer :said, "and if we were to
take the time to explain it all it
would take about 8 hours.'' Zachmeyer said that the group was
working with community organill:ations and the local VISTA
workers.
Poverty Mental
"Our philosophy is that we're

not going to break the chains of
the J)oor. Their povel'ty is not so
much physical as it is psychological. We work with them on a hu•
man level," Terry Lamm :said.
ACOHR pl'ograms have included establishing the Tutoring Program, now being run by the campus affiliate of the National Student Associlltion, and a VISTA
associates program to rec1·uit
workers from area colleges to
work eummers in northern New
Meltico.

They are also trying to get a
Albuquerque Compnnero Project
started as a pilot program to be
patterned after the national Big
Brother campaign.
"Most of our work is in the
form technical, aids, assistance in
organizing, and psychological
support/' He said, "We let them
know that someone clues what
they do."
"Tom Stuart, (former chairman of the group) charged that
(Continued On Page 3)

